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Checkout2 Stack 

Demo:  https://demossl.yuzoolthemes.com/checkout2/ 
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General Settings 
These should be straight forward. Options for 
setting up the Checkout Stack:


Firstly, enable Stripe and / or PayPal 


Stripe Settings 
Include Stripe.js is "Yes" as default. If you add 
multiple buttons to a page make sure to enable 
"No" for those subsequent buttons to avoid 
warnings.


For the Publish key, use the Test or Live keys 
found in your Stripe Dashboard.


Select Subscription or Once for the product 
type. How to create these products in Stripe we 
include later on in the manual, along with how 
to find the SKU ID or Plan ID. 


Select whether to force to collect the Billing 
address (used also for shipping data), set the 
locale for the checkout page and also change 
the text button and colours.


For Subscription you can also select 
Subscription Type which will influence the text 
call to action on the Stripe Checkout Page.


PayPal Settings 
PayPal ID is your email address or PayPal user 
ID if you don't want to show the address on 
your page (a numeric ID that you can find at the 
bottom of your Profile / Settings).


Set your currency: USD, GBP, JPY, CAD, EUR 
etc… Be sure to use the correct code.


Set the amount, text and colours. 


When creating a subscription you can also 
select the amount, frequency and interval. 
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https://support.stripe.com/questions/where-do-i-find-my-api-keys
https://developer.paypal.com/docs/api/reference/currency-codes/


Other Settings 
Be sure to set the Success and Cancelled URLs to absolute URLS like: https://mysite.com/thank-
you.html or https://myseite.com/cancelled/


You must also use only SSL https:// pages for this.


You can also set the button position and alignment here.  
 

Creating Products in Stripe 

Everything has changed from Plan IDs to Products + Plans. Learn more here:

https://stripe.com/docs/billing/subscriptions/products-and-plans


You are automatically SCA compliant and Apple Pay will appear automatically when available. 


Enable Stripe Checkout in the Dashboard 
To get started with Stripe, log into your Stripe Dashboard and navigate to the Checkout settings. 
From here you can enable the client integration and customize the look and feel of your checkout 
page.


List the domains in here. This is important otherwise your checkout will fail. For demo test products 
this is fine to leave empty, but real sites need this activated. For example with peekhq.com: 
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Adding a product  
Adding a test product in test mode is good to see the checkout flow if you want; but be sure to 
replicate the product in live mode so that checkout will complete.


Firstly, define the goods and services you plan to sell in the Products section of the Dashboard. To 
create a new product, navigate to the Products section, click the New button, and select the type of 
product. The unique name and image that you supply is displayed to customers on Checkout.


One-time purchase products 
 
When you create a product in the Dashboard, Stripe creates a default SKU with the same name as 
the product and generates an ID for the SKU. This SKU ID is what you paste into the Stack. 


You can create new SKUs to represent variations of your product (multiple sizes of the same T-shirt, 
for example). 
 
Click on the product and 3 dots and "Copy SKU" to get the SKU ID
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https://dashboard.stripe.com/products


Subscriptions 
 
When you create a recurring product in the Dashboard, you’re prompted to define a pricing plan. You 
can define multiple pricing plans with different parameters for each recurring product. 


Each plan has a generated ID that you can use as a reference during the checkout process. You can 
also define free trials from here. Paste this Plan ID into your Stack. 
 
Click Plan Name > Click on the pricing plan to reveal the Plan ID 


 
 
Customise the Stripe checkout page 
You can customize the look and feel of Checkout via the Stripe Dashboard. Go to Branding Settings 
where you can:

• 	 Upload a logo or icon

• 	 Customize the accent color of the Checkout page
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Email Receipts  
Set the Email receipt settings in the Stripe email settings to customise these and PayPal does this 
automatically, but you can specify notifications here.


That’s all folks! 
Hope you like it and happy weaving!
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